non-redundant robotic manipulators with partially uncertain dynamics has been presented in works (Dahl, 1994; Kiefer et al., 1997) . However, these algorithms require the solution of inverse kinematic problem along the path. A technique which avoids solving an inverse of robot kinematic equations and uses the exact Jacobian matrix, has been offered in (Galicki, 2001; Galicki 2004) for determining a collision-free trajectory of redundant manipulators operating in both a static environment (Galicki, 2001 ) and in a dynamic one (Galicki, 2004) . Recently, a generalized transpose Jacobian controller with gravity compensation and a non-linear (saturating) derivative term has been introduced in (Galicki, 2006a) to generate robot controls subject to geometric path and actuator constraints. As is known, many robotic controllers have been proposed to solve both a set point control problem (a regulation task) (Takegaki & Arimoto, 1981; Arimoto, 1996; Canudas de Wit et al., 1996; Sciavicco & Siciliano, 1996; Arimoto, 1990; Kelly, 1999; Galicki, 2002; Galicki, 2005) and the trajectory tracking (Slotine & Li, 1987; Slotine &Li, 1991; Feng & Palaniswami, 1992; Berghuis et al., 1993; Lewis et al., 1993; Tomei, 2000) , respectively. However, most of these controllers have assumed full knowledge of manipulator kinematic equations. Recently, several approximate Jacobian setpoint controllers have been proposed (Cheach et al., 1999; Yazarel & Cheach, 2002; Cheach et al., 2003) to tackle uncertainties in both robot kinematics and dynamics. The controllers proposed do not require the exact knowledge of Jacobian matrix and dynamic equations. However, the results in (Cheach et al., 1999; Yazarel & Cheach, 2002; Cheach et al., 2003) are applicable only to a setpoint control of a robot. This paper, which is based on our recent work (Galicki, 2006b) , introduces a new class of adaptive path following controllers not requiring the full knowledge of both kinematic and dynamic equations in the control laws. Consequently, they are suitable for controlling uncertain robotic manipulators. Motivated in part by the dissipativity and adaptivity methodology (Slotine & Li, 1987) , we develop path following controllers whose structure is composed of transpose adaptive Jacobian controller plus a non-linear term including an estimated control. Under the assumption of the full rank adaptive Jacobian matrix, the proposed control scheme has been derived based on the Lyapunov stability theory. By using sensory feedback of the end-effector position, it is also shown that the end-effector is able to follow a prescribed geometric path for robots with both uncertain kinematics and dynamics. Furthermore, new adaptive laws extending the adaptive algorithm from (Slotine & Li, 1987) to tackle kinemetic uncertainties too, are proposed. It is to notice that approximate Jacobian setpoint controllers from (Cheach et al., 1999; Yazarel & Cheach, 2002; Cheach et al., 2003) can not be directly applicable to our task. The reason is that approximate Jacobian matrix in (Cheach et al., 1999; Yazarel & Cheach, 2002; Cheach et al., 2003) does not include kinematic parameters to be adapted and the error of approximation is a'priori bounded. On the other hand, the controller proposed in our work adaptively varies both kinematic parameters of the Jacobian matrix and the dynamic ones in such a way as to stably follow by the end-effector a geometric path. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formulates the robotic task to be accomplished in terms of a control problem. Section 3 describes how to employ the Lyapunov stability theory to determine controls (if they exist). Section 4 provides us with a computer example of generating the robot controls in a two dimensional task space for a planar redundant manipulator comprising three revolute kinematic pairs. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
Formulation of the adaptive control problem
The control scheme designed in the next section is applicable to holonomic mechanical systems comprising both non-redundant and redundant manipulators considered here which are described, in general, by the following dynamic equations, expressed in generalized co-ordinates (joint co-ordinates) 
, where T denotes an (unknown) time horizon of task performance. It is natural to assume that at the initial moment
Final path parameterization fulfils the equality
Furthermore, at the initial and the final time moment, the manipulator and path velocities equal zero, i.e.
As is known, task space velocity p is related to joint space velocity q as fol-
where k denotes the number of kinematic parameters. Several important properties of dynamic equations (1) may be derived (Spong & Vidyasagar, 1989) 1. The inertia matrix () M q is symmetric and positive definite for all ∈ n qR 2. Matrix
where , is the scalar product of vectors.
3. The dynamic equations (1) are linear with respect to an ordered set of physical parameters
where where
d stands for the number of the physical parameters such as link masses and inertias.
Differential equation (7) has the following property.
4. The right hand side of (7) is linear with respect to e Y . Consequently, equation (7) can be expressed as follows (11) is also assumed to be available (for a given s ) from measurement. For revolute kinematic pairs, considered here, mapping p(.) is bounded. Consequently, we have the following property.
Boundedness of mappings p( ),Θ()
⋅⋅ , implies that task error e is bounded.
Expressions (1)- (6) formulate the robot task as a control problem. The fact that there exist state equality constraints makes the solution of this problem difficult. The next section will present an approach that renders it possible to solve the control problem (1)- (6) making use of the Lyapunov stability theory.
Adaptive path control of the manipulator
Our aim is to control the manipulator such that the end-effector fulfils (2)- (6). Therefore, we propose adaptive Jacobian path following controllers for robots with both uncertain kinematics and dynamics. In our approach, the exact knowledge of both robot dynamic equations and Jacobian matrix is not required in updating the uncertain parameters.
In the presence of kinematic uncertainty, the parameters of the Jacobian matrix are uncertain and hence equality (10) can be expressed as follows
is an adaptive Jacobian matrix and Ŷ stands for the vector of estimated kinematic parameters. In order to show the stability of the path following control system in the presence of both kinematic and dynamic uncertainties, we define an adaptive joint-space sliding vector z as q e J z T + =λ (13) where λ is a positive scalar coefficient. The adaptivity of vector z is understood in the sense that the parameters of the adaptive Jacobian matrix will be updated by a parameter update law, defined later. Differentiating equation (13) Based on equations (1) and (13)- (14), we can easily express robot dynamic equations by means of vector z and its time derivative, as 
Moreover, we know from property 3., that the last three terms of equation (15) become linear with respect to vector X and hence they can be written as fol-
Inserting the right hand side of (16) into (15), robot dynamic equations (15) take the following form
Based on (13), (14) and (17) , lets propose the following adaptive Jacobian controller
where X stands for the estimated physical parameter vector defined below; k and p k are some positive scalars which could be replaced by diagonal matrices of positive constants without affecting the stability results obtained further on (this should lead to improved performance). Here, scalar constants are chosen for simplicity of presentation. In order to measure error e , path parameterization ss ( t ) = is required which is computed by solving the following scalar differential equation ww, are, similarly as before, positive gains (scalars) which could be replaced by diagonal matrices of positive constants without affecting the stability of controller (18). Although some kinematic parameters appear in X , we should adapt on them separately inŶ to preserve linearity.
Estimated kinematic parameters Ŷ (updated according to rule (20)) are then used to compute adaptive Jacobian Ĵ and its time derivative Ĵ using for this purpose the right hand side of (20) Let us note, that setpoint controllers proposed in works (Cheach et al., 1999; Yazarel & Cheach, 2002; Cheach et al., 2003) , which are computationally somewhat simpler, can not be applicable to our task. The reason is that the error of approximation in (Cheach et al., 1999; Yazarel & Cheach, 2002; Cheach et al., 2003) is bounded by a constant and approximate Jacobian matrix does not include parameters to be adapted. Due to adaptation law (20), one can not guarantee in our task to satisfy assumption regarding the approximation error made in works (Cheach et al., 1999; Yazarel & Cheach, 2002; Cheach et al., 2003) .
The closed-loop error dynamics is obtained by inserting the right hand side of equation (18) into equation (17) ( ) (6) and adaptive Jacobian matrix Ĵ is non-singular along end-effector path (2) and function γ fulfils Assumption 1., then control scheme (18) generates manipulator trajectory whose limit point ( ) (4)- (6) An important remark may be derived from the proof carried out. Namely, Inequality (26) presents an upper bound (path independent) on the accuracy of path following by the end-effector according to the control law (18). Let us note that estimation of the upper bound on path following error (26) (18)- (21) guarantees asymptotic stability of the closed-loop error dynamics (22) during the manipulator movement. Moreover, the transpose of Ĵ (instead of a pseudoinverse) in control scheme (18) does not result in numerical instabilities due to (possible) kinematic singularities met on the robot trajectory. Nevertheless, (18) has been derived under the assumption of full-rank adaptive Jacobian matrix along the path. Furthermore, controller (18) does not require the knowledge of task space velocity. Due to conservative estimation of the path following accuracy, control algorithm (18) results in a better accuracy of the path following as compared to upper bound given from (26), as the numerical computations carried out in the next section show. In order to prevent control (torque) oscillations at the very beginning of time histories (caused by e.g. the non-zero initial path following error) s k from (19) should be a bounded, quickly decreasing time dependent function as t →∞ (see the next section).
Due to real-time nature of robot controller (18), we shall try to estimate the number of arithmetic operations required to implement the algorithm presented in this section. The dimension of the robot task space is assumed in estimation to be constant. Operations required for computation of sin,cos , and () Θ ⋅ functions are not taken into account. Furthermore, matrices Ĵ , K and D are assumed in estimation to be given. Moreover, estimations are carried out at any time instant of the robot task accomplishment. It follows from (13) and (18) 
A numerical example
The aim of this section is to illustrate the performance of the proposed adaptive control algorithm using a dynamic three-joint direct-drive arm 3 (n ) = of SCARA-type robotic manipulator operating in a two-dimensional
space. Kinematic scheme of this manipulator and the task to be accomplished is shown in Fig. 1 . In the simulations, SI units are used. The components of dynamic equations of this manipulator are as follows (Spong & Vidyasagar, 1989) : The task of the robot is to transfer the end-effector along the geometric path (the dotted line in Fig. 1 
Conclusion
This study has presented an adaptive robot controller for the path following by the end-effector. The control generation scheme has been derived using the Lyapunov stability theory. An advantage of the proposed control law (18) is that it requires, in fact no information regarding the parameters of the robot dynamic equations. The control strategy (18) is shown to be asymptotically stable (by fulfilment of practically reasonable assumptions). The proposed robot controller has been applied to a planar redundant manipulator of three revolute kinematic pairs operating in a two dimensional task space. Numerical simulations have shown that the results obtained are in accordance with the theoretical analysis. The novelty of the strategy proposed lies in its relative simplicity in design, program code and real-time implementation. The approach presented here will also be in future directly applicable to cooperating kinematically redundant manipulators.
